
Questions and Exhaustivity in Update SemanticsHenk ZeevatUniversity of AmsterdamAbstractThis paper presents an exhaustivity operator suitable for update se-mantics and discusses one application of this operator: questions. Theexhaustivity operator takes an open formula and assigns (if this is possi-ble) the maximal values to the free variables such that the formula is trueas a result and entails any sentence that can be obtained from the formulaby assigning other values to the variables to obtain a true sentence.Update semantics o�ers a simple and straightforward interpretation of the se-mantics of dialogue. Taking each conversational step to result in a change to thecommon ground (the information state manipulated by the update semantics)we obtain a semantics that is closely connected to the natural environment ofnatural language use: conversation.Update semantics seems to o�er the possibility of integrating certain pragmat-ical phenomena within the semantics. Stalnaker's approach has led to eleganttreatments of presupposition and a partial treatment of implicatures. Elsewhere(Zeevat & Scha (1992)), we have defended the view that update semantics isparticularly suited for developing pragmatics and semantics within a single the-ory. However, any theory of dialogue that can be taken seriously needs a theoryof questions. This is not a trivial matter, as most of the available theories ofquestions seem to be in conict with the fundamental assumption of updatesemantics that meaning is characterised as an update. Available theories treatquestions as sets of answers, sets of true answers and as propositional conceptsof true answers. None of these can themselves be seen as giving information.At most, the combination of the question with the answer can be seen as aninformation carrier.On the view defended in this paper a question is a dynamical proposition.It expresses the statement that certain discourse markers (corresponding tothe Wh-elements in the linguistic form) have an exhaustive value. Moreover,it makes these variables into discourse referents referring to their exhaustivevalues.A positive answer to the question identi�es the discourse markers of certainof its subexpressions with the Wh-discourse markers from the question. Thisresults in exhaustive interpretations for the answers. Negative answers resultin the negation of the question. 1



Integrating negative answers and answers that decline to answer the questionmakes it necessary to see the update associated with the question as a provi-sional one. The refusal to answer brings us back to the original informationstate1.The remainder of the paper consists of an analysis of exhaustivity in updatesemantics and a comparison of the current theory with the theory of Groe-nendijk & Stokhof (1984). I also refer to this work for a defense of the viewthat exhaustivity must be part of the semantics of questions.0.1 An Eliminative Update SemanticsIn an eliminative update semantics, we increase the information in an informa-tion state by eliminating information carriers: those where the new informationdoes not hold. The system considered here is essentially the same as the systemin Kamp (1981) but for the fact that it is formulated as an eliminative updatesemantics. Kamp's system can be seen as a syntactic update semantics whereinformation growth is expressed by the addition of new conditions and discoursemarkers.Information carriers will be models of sublanguages L0 � L, where L is a setof sorted individual constants, signed predicate sysmbols and signed functionsymbols. In particular, we have constants for natural numbers and for sets ofobjects (without the empty set and the number zero).Our language is that of variable-free �rst order logic without quanti�ers, withthe addition of individual constants appearing as atomic formulas. The functionof such appearances of constants as formulas is similar to that of the discoursemarkers of Kamp (1981). Discourse markers can easily be de�ned by recursionover the formulas, but a semantic de�nition is preferred here.Information states are sets of information carriers. The update of an informa-tion state � by a formula ' is de�ned in (1).(1) 1. �[c] = fi 2 � : ic de�nedg2. �[Pt1; : : : ; tn] = fi 2 � : : < it1;. . . itn > 62 iPg3. �[t1 = t2] = fi 2 � : :(it1 = u; it2 = v ^ u 6= v)g4. �[' ^  ] = �['][ ]5. �[:'] = neg(�; �['])6. �['!  ] = �[:(' ^ : )]For the negation we need the de�nition (2),(2) dm(�; �) = fc 2 L : 9i 2 � ic is unde�ned ^8i 2 � ic isde�nedg1We do not treat here the epistemic states of the conversation participants. Otherwise, theanswer I do not know. would have to be integrated in the information state.2



In terms of this operation, we can de�ne neg in (3).(3) neg(�; �) = � � fi : 9j 2 � i =dm(�;�) jgThe �rst three clauses are set up in such a way that there is a distinction be-tween an atomic formula eliminating information carriers and updating the con-junction of the constants occurring within the atomic formula with the atomicformula: only in the latter case, it is guaranteed that each of the variables willbe de�ned throughout the information state. The atomic formulas only elimi-nate those carriers that overtly contradict them. This distinction is necessaryfor the semantic treatment of discourse markers.1 ExhaustivityWhat is the exhaustive interpretation of a free variable in a formula? Intuitively,it is a value for the variable which makes the formula true and which makesit entail all true formulas that can be obtained by assigning another value tothe variable. I.e. the exhaustive interpretation is the strongest interpretationthat the open formula allows. Of course, there need not exist an exhaustiveinterpretation for a formula. This is indeed a common situation. Suppose, e.g.,that �ve boys are asleep. It is then impossible to have an exhaustive readingfor sentences like (4a/b) .(4) a. One boy sleeps.boy(x) ^#x = 1 ^ sleep(x)b. Less than three boys sleep.x ^ boy(x) ^#x < 3 ^ sleep(x)Exhausti�cation is thereby a combination of the statement that exhaustivereadings are possible together with assigning the exhaustive value to the freevariable. When exhausti�cation is possible, it gives minimal or maximal ele-ments with respect to some order, e.g. set inclusion, smaller than on numbers.The concept of interpreted open formulas entailing one another is not a standardone and the following remarks are intended to make it precise. The problem isthat we need de�ne a notion of entailment over interpreted formulas. Interpre-tation normally involves a single model and does not make sense over arbitraryclasses of models (e.g. the value may not be available in another model, or itmay play a completely di�erent role). Entailment however essentially involvesa quanti�cation over models.For this reason we will limit our models to classes K of models M which areexpansions to a language L of a given model M0 for a language L0 � L. Thegiven model �xes the domain and some privileged functions and relations. Forthe examples considered in this paper, it su�ces to take the basic model to bethe power set of some given set (without ;) together with the set of natural3



numbers (without 0). The privileged functions and relations include inclusionbetween the sets, smaller than between numbers and cardinality relating setsand numbers. Object variables will range over sets of objects, number variablesover numbers. (Of course, other relations and sorts can be considered.)In addition, we assume a set MP of postulates about the non-privileged rela-tions. With entailment, we will mean K-entailment from now on.K can be written as K = fM : M j= MP & M jL0 = M0g where j is therestriction operator.Let ' be a formula with some free variable x and K a class of models M asdescribed above. The exhausti�cation of ' in K with respect to the variable xis that object u in the domain UM of M such that (5).(5) (1) M j= ' < u > and(2) 8v 2 UM8M1 2 K(M j= ' < v > and M1 j= ' < u >)M1 j= ' < v >).Example 1.Let K be as described above. Let MP contain the formula: Px ^ y � x !Py.(gloss: If John has sheep x then John has sheep y for y � x.)Let ' = Px. Then an exhaustive value for x in the model M is the set of all Pin M . (gloss: John's sheep.)Example 2.MP = fPn ^m > n ! Pmg. (gloss: If John runs the mile in n minutes thenJohn runs it in m minutes if m > n)Let ' = Pn. The exhaustive value is the smallest number such that P in M .(John's time for the mile.)1.1 Exhaustivity in Update SemanticsExhaustive updates are updates where the discourse markers of an update areexhausti�ed. We eliminate the information carriers where the formula does nothold and those in which the carrier does not give an exhaustive value to thevariable. The �rst elimination is conventional, for the second we need to importexhausti�cation.Information carriers are models. Quanti�cation is dealt with by consideringother information carriers in the information state which are almost exactlythe same except for the value assigned to the discourse markers. This relationis standard. For exhaustiveness, we will introduce another relation of controlledvariation. The two information carriers must have the same domain, the sameinterpretation of all individual constants and must coincide with respect to aset of privileged relations. (the analogue of the L0 relations considered above).4



They can vary with respect to the interpretation of non-privileged predicatesand functions. We call this relation object-identity: the two information carriersagree with respect to the objects and basic ontological relationships. They maydisagree about everything else.As before, we expect the information state (i.e. every carrier in it) to satisfy aset of meaning postulates. Parts of the information state of the form fj 2 � : jis object-identical with ig have the same structure as the classes K consistingof expansions of a given model. So we obtain, for each of the information-carrier i in the information state �, a set of models Ki that can support theentailment relation needed for judging whether i assigns an exhaustive value tothe variable. Because � contains the conceptual information in P , so does eachof the Ki.The following diagram shows the demand of exhaustiveness on a constant cwith respect to the information state �['].
Exhaustivity Diagramk : sleepers = fj; b;mg (c-var. i)c = fj; bg (obj.id. i)So, l does not satisfy sleep(c)l : sleepers = fj; bg (c-var. j)c = fj; b;mg (obj.id. k)c = fj; b;mgj : sleepers = fj; bgc = fj; bgi : sleepers = fj; b;mgobject-identical
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i is exhaustive for c i� whenever i has an c-variant ic and an object-identicalvariant io in �['] then io has an c-variant ioc 2 �['] that is object-identical toic.To see that this is correct, consider what we mean by exhaustive values. 'according to i should entail all of the '-meanings in c-variants ic of i. It doesnot do so, if the carrier i has an c-variant ic, but there is also a world w, where' is the same as in i, but which lacks the corresponding c-variant. The valuei assigns to the discourse markers is then compatible with the absence of thevalues ic assigns to them and so ' with i's values does not entail ' with ic'svalues.Object-identity here guarantees two things: it guarantees that the same valueis given to c and that c is not just formally the same: it plays the same rolein the ontology of the other world. So w must be object-identical to i. Thecorresponding c-variant must similarly be object-identical to ic. A counterex-ample to i being exhaustive for c and ' with respect to some � is therefore anc-variant ic and an object-identical io, both in �, which lack an element ioc that5



is object-identical to ic and c-variant to io.To go back to our earlier example:We need the meaning postulate:z ^ y ^ Pz ^ y � z ! Py, i.e. we assume that(6) (6) �[z ^ y ^ Pz ^ y � z ! Py] = �and ' = Pc, where c is new to the information state. (6) forces the interpre-tation of P in an information carrier i to be of the form pow(A) for some setA. We will show that i is not exhaustive for ' if i assigns to c a proper subsetof A.Suppose i assigns pow(A) to P , and B � A to c. Take ic such that ic assignsA to c. ic 2 �[Pc] since c is new and by the assumption.Consider io such that io assigns pow(B) to P . io 2 �[Pc] since ioc = B.Then there is no ioc such that ioc 2 �[Pc], ioc is an c-variant of io and iocis object-identical to ic, since (by object-identity) ioc assigns A to c and (byc-variance) ioc assigns pow(B) to P . But then ioc 62 �[Pc]So c must be A if i is exhaustive.The exhaustivity operator is de�ned on the basis of the above. The operatorwill take the discourse referents of a formula and deliver an exhaustive readingfor all of them if such a reading exists.(7) �[q(')] = fi 2 �['] : 8j; k 2 �['] (j =dm(�;�[']) i^k is object-identical to i9l 2 �['] (l =dm(�;�[']) k ^ l is object-identicalto j))gWe are now in a position to state the updates corresponding for some shortdialogues. Space prevents me from a treatment of the relation with surfaceforms. (8) a. Who sleeps? John and Bill sleep.�[q(c ^ sleep(c))][union(b; j; c) ^ sleep(c)]b. Who sleeps? Nobody.:(�; �[q(c ^ sleep(c))])c. Which boy danced with which girl? John with Suzy.�[q(c^ boy(c)^d^ girl(d)^dance with(c; d))][j = c^ s = d]2 QuestionsStandard answers to questions are in the theory of Groenendijk and Stokhofcharacterised by three properties: 6



(9) They are trueThey are rigidThey are exhaustiveThis leads to two semantic characterisations of questions: as concepts of theirstandard answers (i.e. functions that assign to a possible world the standardanswer in that world) and -equivalently- as partitions over possible worlds,induced by the relation f< i; j >:the answer denoted by the question in icontains jg).In principle, the theory of answering that is natural for this theory is the state-ment the extension of the question is the answer. This will only work if indeedwe receive rigid and full answers. In real life, this is not always the case: non-rigid answers occur and many answers tell us less than what is required. Thetheory needs therefore to be enriched by a pragmatics of answers. In Groe-nendijk & Stokhof this involves the restriction to an information state on theone hand and the development of the notion of a partial answer.Within update semantics, there is no need for a restriction to an informationstate: this is how we start anyway. But do we need partial answers? I think thatthere is a case for assuming that they may be dispensed with completely, if wedrop rigidity. A proper partial answer is then one where the answerer indicatesthat she is not giving a full answer to the question that was asked, but a standardanswer to a weaker question. It is the task of the person interpreting the answerto work out the weaker question on the basis of the formal properties of theanswer and the original question. A mechanism for �nding hidden questionshas now become a fairly standard assumption in the theory of topic and focusand there is no good reason why we should not appeal to it here. In particular,so-called non-exhaustive answers would be a good candidate for this treatment.The reason why rigidity can be dropped in our current framework is that wehave (by using discourse markers for Wh-elements) made sure that questions"denote" rigid answers. Identifying these with the markers of an answer makesit superuous to have an additional rigidity demand in the answer, beyond suchrigidity as can be derived from Gricean informativeness.Much the same holds for the need to make the answer exhaustive by meansof an extra operator. The mechanism that identi�es Wh-element markers withthe corresponding markers in the answer guarantees that the relevant discoursemarkers all have an exhaustive interpretation with respect to the question andthe information state. Further exhaustivity is not needed.So in the pragmatics of answers, we depart in three ways from Stokhof &Groenendijk: all answers are standard, but possibly to a derived question and allexhaustivity and rigidity derives from the question itself. Truth also disappears,but this is purely a question of the framework: within the update semanticsthere is no need for a particular information carrier which represents the real7



world2.We have so far not considered what it means for an information state to answera question. (In terms of this notion, complete answers can be de�ned: does�[Q][A] answer Q?) This is easy in Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984): an informa-tion state � answers a question if the question partitions it into the partitionf�g. Here we use a similar idea, but things are one degree more complex, dueto the fact that we require the Wh-elements of the question to be new and thatwe do not have a unique structured domain.The question update eliminates the carriers that lack an appropriate exhaustivevalue for the Wh-elements. What they then do for the other worlds is selectthe appropriate dm-variant: this is the answer according to a carrier i for whichan answer exists. So the question update divides the carriers into two classes:one where there is no answer, another where the carrier gets mapped to itsexhaustive dm-variant. That an information state answers a question means�rst of all that the �rst class is empty: every carrier should determine ananswer. Second, they should all determine the same answer.This can be expressed as conditions on �[q(')]. If � answers q('), the onlye�ect of the update is that the allowed values for the discourse markers ofq(') are restricted. This implies that every i 2 � should have a dm-variantin �[q(')]. It follows from the de�nition of the question-update that only onedm-variant survives the update. So, sets of carriers that are dm-variants of eachother collapse to a single element (this follows from the nature of the questionupdate). In this case, we have a function fq mapping � to �[q(')]. This doesnot yet guarantee that the same answer is given. But we can express thisadequately by the demand that fq preserves object-identity: fq maps object-identical carriers to object-identical carriers.In (10), a de�nition is given that expresses these two conditions directly interms of object-identity and dm-variance. If � does not answer the question,there are carriers without an answer or there are two carriers that have thesame ideas about the structure of the world, but di�erent ideas about the factswhich determine di�erent answers.(10) � answers q(') i�1. 8i 2 � 9!j 2 �[q(')] i =dm(�;�[q(')]) j2. 8i; j 2 � 8k; l 2 �[q(')] (oid(i; j) ^ i =dm(�;�[q(')]) k ^j =dm(�;�(q(')]) l ! oid(k; l)))In essence, our de�nition is the same as that of Groenendijk & Stokhof. Object-identity composed with dm-variance for a �xed set of discourse markers is anequivalence relation.2Following Heim (1983), we could add a privileged information carrier in standard states.This would not help us with the problem at hand however as we have no explicit notion ofthe denotation of a question (its answer) in a carrier. The function fq can be considered asan approximation of this notion, but it gives carriers, not propositions as its result. There isno guarantee that any carrier will be mapped to itself by this function.8



(11) iRj ,def 9k (oid(i; k)^ k =X j)Within an equivalence class of that relation we can form a partition by lookingat the actual values for the discourse markers.(12) iQj ,def 8x 2 X ix = jxConsider � = �[q(')] and let X = dm(�; �). Consider i=R=Q with respect to� . Now, i=R = i=R=Q, i.e. the partition determined by Q over i=R is fi=Rg, if� answers the question.If we demand that all carriers are related by our relation R, answers are rigid:if � answers q('), the question update guarantees that the discourse markers of' are de�ned and rigid over �. What we have in fact for answering a questionis rigidity modulo R.The main di�erence with the theory of Groenendijk and Stokhof is that thedenotation of a question in an information state is implicit rather than ex-plicit. Explicit denotation plays an important role in the analysis of embeddedquestions. The problem with embedded questions is primarily that no fully sat-isfactory semantics for the attitudes has so far been given in update semantics.Let me sketch a possible approach to knowledge. We assume that for i 2 � wehave a set of carriers Ki representing John's knowledge. We can then de�neknowledge updates in the following way3:(13) �[K'] = fi 2 �['] : Ki['] = KigThis de�nition guarantees by means of an extra update that ' also holds in �after the update. It would be more proper to arrange this by presupposition,as the projection behaviour is not correctly characterised by putting an extraupdate inside the larger update, but we will not bother about this here. Wedemand that i 2 Ki. We must also guarantee thatKi and i have the same ideasabout discourse markers. A tentative demand lets i and j 2 Ki be related by thecomposition of object-identity and variation for markers outside the discoursemarkers of � that are also markers of Ki.How do things work out with an example like (14)?(14) John knows who sleeps.We must form �[q(c ^ sleep(c))] and reduce that to those i where Ki is a �x-point for the update with q(c^sleep(c)). Since i is in �[q(c^sleep(c))], i agreeswith Ki on the value of c.3This is the same treatment as the one suggested by Kamp for belief according to Heim(1992). There are alternatives for this de�nition.9



In �, however, it need not be clear who sleeps, so there may be object-identicalsj of i that have an c-variant in �[q(c ^ sleep(c))] which is also a �x-point forthe update with Kq(c ^ sleep(c)).If the answer is known this cannot happen. So like in GS, we have (15):(15) Bill sleeps.John knows who sleeps.ergoJohn knows that Bill sleeps.and its negative variant.How about other environments of indirect questions? I only have a version ofwonder here, that is de�nable as the negation of our knowledge operator (infact, this works only because we did not treat knowledge as presuppositional).(16) John wonders who sleeps(16) comes out as an update that eliminates the carriers where John knowswho sleeps and their dm-variants. It is clear that this time the correspondinginferences are blocked.So, I conclude that nothing indicates that it is impossible to develop indirectquestions on the lines we have indicated so far for direct questions. The dif-ference, so elegantly captured, by making knowledge an extensional predicateof indirect questions and wondering an intensional predicate, returns here asa di�erence between concepts that presuppose the existence (truth) of theirarguments. It may well be that other uses of a denotation mechanism can bereduced to a distinction between presupposing or not.ReferencesGroenendijk, J. & Stokhof, M. Studies on the Semantics of Questions and thePragmatics of Answers. Academisch Proefschrift, Universiteit van Amsterdam1984.Heim, Irene. On the Projection Problem for Presuppositions. WCCFL2 (1983),p. 114-126.Heim, Irene. Presupposition Projection and the the Semantics of AttitudeVerbs. In: Journal of Semantics 9, 3, (1992), p. 183-222.Kamp, H. A Theory of Truth and Semantic Representation. In: J.A.G. Groe-nendijk, T.M.V. Janssen & M.B.J. Stokhof (eds.). Formal Methods in the Studyof Language. Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam 1981. p. 277-322.10
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